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This fact sheet clarifies facts about NIPT for Down’s syndrome:
•
•
•
•

That NIPT uses placental DNA
That NIPT is not diagnostic
The importance of your “positive predictive value”
What to do next

Does NIPT test the baby’s DNA?
No.
Many advertisements and even leaflets designed for use in studies around NIPT, claim that the DNA
analysed during NIPT is from the baby. It is actually from the placenta. This is one of the reasons NIPT
can be wrong, as sometimes, the DNA from the placenta, differs from that of the baby.1
Does NIPT mean that you can avoid an amniocentesis/Chorionic villus sampling (CVS)?
No, if you want to know for sure if your baby has Down’s syndrome.
NIPT is a screening test, so similarly to the combined or quadruple test, it will only give a low or high
chance of your baby having Down’s syndrome. Amniocentesis or CVS are diagnostic tests, so they tell
you if the baby does or does not have Down’s syndrome. NIPT has false negatives and false positives.
A recent study in the Netherlands,2 identified 237 babies as having Down’s syndrome. Of these, 227
were confirmed to actually have Down’s syndrome, (so there were 10 false positives). 6 babies who
turned out to have Down’s syndrome had been incorrectly identified as not having Down’s syndrome
(false negatives).

Is NIPT a safer test?
No. If you compare NIPT with other screening tests, that give you a low/high chance, then
it is simply “as safe as” other tests.
If you compare it with a diagnostic test, then yes, it is safer, but that would be like comparing apples
with oranges. NIPT and diagnostics tests do not give you the same information, therefore are not
comparable, and are unlikely ever to be so.3
Is NIPT always 99% accurate?
No.4
NIPT has a positive predictive value (PPV, the likelihood that a high chance result is correct) of about
46% if you are in your 20’s. If you already have a 1:150 chance that the baby has Down’s syndrome,
then the PPV is 87%. If all these numbers confuse you, please just ask your health care provider for
your “positive predictive value”.
Should CVS be used to confirm a NIPT result?
CVS uses cells from the placenta, so the result from CVS can be wrong for one of the same
reasons NIPT can be wrong, placental mosaicism.
So, ideally, you should not have CVS to confirm a NIPT result; you should instead wait for an
amniocentesis. If you do choose CVS, you may still need an amniocentesis to be sure.6 If you are a
medical professional reading this, please make sure that a parent understands this. Sadly, not
everyone does.7
Further questions?
If you have any further questions about screening, please don’t hesitate to contact the
Down’s Syndrome Association on 0333 1212 300 or ask for a further discussion with your midwife.
If you would like a video to guide you through decisions around prenatal testing see the Genetic
Support Foundation film How to Decide About Prenatal Genetic Testing: https://youtu.be/-vIJGFWJquk
If you would like further information about Down’s syndrome please contact either the
Down’s Syndrome Association www.downs-syndrome.org.uk or Positive About Down Syndrome
www.positiveaboutdownyndrome.co.uk
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